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Age of Aquarius Codes

-Unity 
-Connection 

-Sharing of ideas
-Innovation + Information

-Collaboration
-Co Creation

-Equality 
-Creating the “new” way 

-Authenticity 
-Sharing

-Service to the whole 



Creating Community in the
New Age

The Age of Aquarius will be an 
entirely new way of

communicating, sharing,
connecting and co-creating. 

The basis of the new paradigm
will all about authenticity +

frequency. This means that our
new communities and
connections will be a

vibrational match to us, based
on our authentic soul

expression.



Creating Community in the
New Age

We will be breaking ties from
many of the “traditional” ways
of creating community, which

was previously based on
lineage, culture, religion,

nationality or socioeconomic
status. 

We are no longer tied to any
community that does not

resonate with us, or does not
match our authentic vibration. 



Creating Community in the
New Age

The new communities formed
will include all different types

of people and different
backgrounds! Everyone will be
treated as equal, as all will play

their unique role within the
community + service to the

whole. 

We will need to transcend all
boundaries of judgment and
belief systems to be able to

once again love one another as
human beings.  



Creating Communities Online 

Aquarius rules information +
also is connected to the

internet and technology. We
will see a huge surge in internet

based communities that will
help:

-connect others who are like
hearted

-share information that
resonates with that community

-collaborate + co create 
-inspire connection across the

world 



Creating Communities Online 

If you are looking to create an
online community, the most

important part is to begin with
self. 

What are your passions?
What is your purpose?

Expressing + sharing your most
authentic self while also

providing
information/services/assistanc

to a wider audience will help
build your community



Creating Communities Online 

Share is caring. In the Age of
Aquarius, the more we share of
our personal authentic selves,
our stories, our passions, our
creations, our services, the
more we will be able to find
and connect with those we

resonate with. 

Discovering your personal
“platform” will help you begin

on your journey of online
community building 



Creating Communities Online 

Platforms include: 
-Facebook
-Instagram
-Twitter/X

-Tik Tok 
-Youtube/Rumble

-Telegram 
-Spotify/Podcast

Each platform has its own type
of energy, which may or may
not resonate with you. Each

being must decide what
platforms are in resonance for

their energy.



Creating Communities Online 

Trying different platforms can
be a trial + error process. Many

platforms still engage in
censorship, so we have to be
aware of what we intend to
share and therefore decide
which platform is the best

match for the
information/service we

provide.

Once you discover what
platform is best for you,

commit to building upon it!



Creating Communities Online 

Content Creation will be a big
theme of the Age of Aquarius.
We may see less of a focus on

products + material
consumption (except for

aligned + authentic products),
and more of a focus on the

sharing of information + the
providing of services. 

Creating community is not
about “selling” anything, but

about the sharing of your
unique essence which will
naturally draw in the right

people, places + things.



Creating Communities Online 

All of us have a story to share,
wisdom + experience, and a

passion and purpose. 

The more we share these + live
them, the more we will inspire
others to do the same, and the

more community we will
attract. 

The goal of online communities
is simply to create connections

for many who have not yet
built the in-person networks. 



Creating Communities In
Person 

Creating in-person
communities will also be a

theme of the Age of Aquarius. 
Many will feel the call to re-
locate to areas that match

their vibration and their soul is
drawn to. 

Follow your heart + your
guidance as to what location

your soul is calling you to. 

This will take time, but the first
step to creating in-person

communities is to start
meeting like hearted souls.  



Creating Communities In
Person 

Go to the places you are drawn
to go, whether that is a certain

grocery store, bookstore,
restaurant, park, farmer’s

market, etc. Be open to
meeting others

synchronistically. 

Hosting a group or gathering is
also a great way to meet others

in your area to begin building
community with! Often our

online communities support
the in-person gathering events. 



Creating Communities In
Person 

Finding like hearted souls who
share similar interests,

passions and visions will begin
to start their own communities. 

This can be through:
-Renting or buying homes

together
-RV Living + sharing 

-Purchasing of land together 
-Renting or purchasing homes

next to one another 
-Constructing or buying of tiny

homes on land 
-Creating homeschooling PODs

-Creating local clubs



Hosting Communities

If you already own land and/or
a dwelling with extra space you

may:

-Invite others to build upon or
live upon the land (RV’s, tiny

homes, etc.)
-Invite others to work on the

land (food growing, land
cultivation, animal care). 

-Open up the land for
community gatherings such as

markets, festivals, lunches,
meditation circles, etc. 


